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EDITORIAL BY FILIP HAMRO-DROTZ

Relevance of the employers’ engagement in the
EESC - European Economic and Social Committee
The added value of the European Economic and
Social Committee (EESC) is its opinions and standpoints which represent a large majority of the EU’s
organised civil society and have come about as the
result of negotiations, discussions and compromises between the three groups of the EESC. The
value to the European society and economy stems
from the healthy debates held in the Committee
among mixed groups of people
who represent the diversity within
society, bringing their unique perspectives and experience to the
discussions, and working together
to find consensus to policy. It is
precisely this forging of consensus between the different interests, aggregated via the
groups, that is the primary
'raison d'être' of the EESC.

The Employers’ Group can be successful in this task based on three core conditions: 1) the group is skilfully managed to
spur motivation and activity among its members, 2) the group has open and direct contacts with employers’ organisations at national, sectoral and EU-levels, and 3) the
group is devoted to a constructive cooperation within the EESC, based
on clear priorities of European employers.

The input, profile and
visibility of the Employers’ Group have been
purposefully improved in
recent years and form a
stable point of departure
to its further contributions
and efforts. Difficult ecoCredibility of this concept renomic circumstances in
quires engagement of the
Europe underscore the need
European employers.
for
employers’
The Employers’ Group – Filip Hamro-Drotz, Employers’ Group Member active engagement
representing industry,
in EESC.
trade and commerce, business of all sizes, is responsible to be actively involved in debate and
dialogue about topical EU issues with other main
civil society interest groups; contributing, sharing
and explaining employers’ views and perspectives.
EESC’s role as an advisory body within the EU
would be much questionable without the employers’ ambitious involvement.
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MEMBERS' VOICES

Dr. Jörg Freiherr Frank von
Fürstenwerth is a lawyer by
training and is the Chairman of the Executive
Board of the German Insurance Association and also
Executive Member of its Presidential Board (Gesamtverband
der D eut sch en Ver sicherungswirtschaft e.V., GDV)
which he joined in 1987 after
Jörg Freiherr Frank
having served four years with
von Fürstenwerth
(DE)
the law firm Deringer, Tessin,
Herrmann & Sedemund (today:
Member of Group I
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer). In the GDV Association,
he subsequently held the positions: legal counsel of the Foreign and European Department, Chief legal Counsel, head of the Legal Department
and Managing Director of the association.

Doctor of Law (KUL Leuven, Belgium) and
Eisenhower Fellow 1986 (Philadelphia, USA),
Philippe de Buck was nominated a member
by FEB (Federation of Enterprises in Belgium)
and joined the EESC (European Economic
and Social Committee) in December 2011.
Since 2002 he has been the Director General of BUSINESSEUROPE, the main
horizontal business organisation at EU level,
which regroups 41 central industrial and employers’ federations from 35 countries, representing 20 million companies.
Prior to this, Mr. de Buck served as Chief
Executive Officer of Agoria (1987 - 2001),
the Belgian multi-sectoral federation for the
technology industry, bringing together more
companies.

He is a member of the Administrative Council of
the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the German Foundation for International Legal Cooperation (Deutsche Stiftung für internationale rechtliche
Zusammenarbeit e.V), Deputy Chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the Foundation
“Remembrance, Responsibility and the Future” (Stiftung Erinnerung, Verantwortung und Zukunft) and member of the Supervisory Board of the Pensions-Sicherungs-Verein VVaG.
Dr. Frank von Fürstenwerth first joined the EESC
between 2002 and 2006 where he engaged himself in
the first place in dossiers of the section dealing with the
Internal Market. According to him, "my main priorities in
the EESC are to contribute in all aspects of financial regulation, as well - although this is not in the
center of today's crisis agendas - as in the fields of demography and climate change which will both
have severe impacts for our future life.

Philippe de Buck is a member of the
board of directors of ING Belgium
and BASF Antwerp, a member of the
advisory board of EURid (.eu domain) and the think tank European
Policy Centre. He is also chairman of the
“Fonds de Mécénat” of ING Belgium and
member of the Board of the “Chapelle
Musicale Reine Elisabeth”, and of the
“Société Philharmonique de Bruxelles”.
As member of the EESC's Employers'
Group, Mr de Buck will use his extensive
experience in EU affairs and his knowledge
Member of Group I
gained in his current and previous functions to contribute to dossiers relating
than 1,200
to employment and social affairs, and to transport, energy, infrastructure and information society policies.
Philippe de Buck (BE)
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GROUP I OPINIONS
We feature one of the opinions with rapporteurs from Group I,
adopted during the 477th Plenary session on January 18th and 19th:
Making Post-Secondary Vocational Education and Training More Attractive,
SOC/409
"More place for apprenticeship and possibilities
for workplace learning" - this is one of the main messages of the opinion by Vladimíra Drbalová which
discusses how to enhance the
attractiveness of postsecondary Vocational Education and Training (VET)
SOC/409. This opinion represents a valuable contribution
of the EESC to a proper implementation of the Bruges
Communiqué (signed 2010)
and to help achieve the EU
headline target to increase the proportion of
the population aged 30Vladimíra Drbalová
34 having completed ter(CZ)
tiary or equivalent education to at least 40% in
Member of Group I
2020.

People, and particularly young people, should be made
aware that higher education is not a guarantee of
employment and effective alternatives should be
considered. The opinion strives to identify all main obstacles to the attractiveness of Post-secondary VET calling for mobilisation of forces and addressing recommendations to all stakeholders. This own-initiative opinion is
fully in line with a newly launched communication by the
European Commission entitled "Youth Opportunities
Initiative" focused as well on developing skills that are
relevant to the labour market and supporting a first
work experience and on-the-job training. This initiative
builds on a strong partnership between Member States
and the Commission and encourages concerted action
between Member States´ authorities, businesses, social
partners and the EU. It is imperative that the EESC is
actively included in the process, as a representative of
the Civil society.
You can find more information about the opinion here:
http :// www.eesc.eur opa .eu /? i=port al.en .socopinions.14936
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GROUP I EVENTS
Conference on "A Day of Social Dialogue"
jointly organized with PKPP Lewiatan, 14 December
14 December 2011 saw the conference on the topic "A
Day of Social Dialogue", jointly organised by the Polish
Confederation of Private Employers Lewiatan and the
European Social and Economic Committee (EESC). The
event was opened by Mr. Staffan Nilsson, President of
the EESC and aimed to gather representatives of
employers and workers as well as high-level EU
institutions' representatives and provide a forum
for to discussing the strengths and weaknesses of
the social dialogue within the EU.
The two panel discussions were moderated by Ms Henryka Bochniarz, President of PKPP Lewiatan and and
Vice-President of BUSINESSEUROPE, and Mr. Jacek P.
Krawczyk, Vice-President of the EESC in charge of
budget. The conference identified new challenges
and new possibilities to further foster social dialogue throughout the EU.

Other speakers included:
Koos Richelle, Director General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion, EC;
Dr. Jacek Męcina, Advisor to the Board PKPP Lewiatan,
Warsaw University;
Prof. Juliusz Gardawski, Warsaw School of Economics
(SGH)
Radosław Mleczko, Undersecretary of State, Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs, Poland;
Józef Niemiec, Deputy Secretary General of ETUC;
Henri Malosse, EESC Employers' Group President;
George Dassis, EESC Workers' Group President;
Luca Jahier, EESC Various Interests' Group President;
Trine Hougaard, Advisor on Employment, Danish representation to the EU.
You can find more information about the event here:
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.events-andactivities-social-dialogue-day
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GROUP I EVENTS
Group I's conference on the
Role of European Investments for Companies and Employment, 12 December
The Employers' Group of the EESC hosted a conference
poles of excellence, and developing skills and qualifion 12 December 2011 entitled "The role of European incations for tomorrow's jobs.
vestments for companies and employment in the future
Secondly, the challenging task of reindustrialising
financial perspectives". Given that the grim reality of
Europe can begin through opening up support for
recession will demand a tribute in terms of jobs
innovation across the EU, polling our
lost; it will hamstring Europe's capacity
research efforts, developing European
for innovation, and waste the potential
clusters in key sectors to bring together
for creativity of the coming generations.
research centres, universities and large and
The participants stated that the chal“ Europe 2020
small businesses in "European Silicon Vallenges that lie ahead can only be beaten
leys".
is the only
through a strategy jointly agreed at EU
level.
By providing active support for the EU's 20

growth strategy

European employers, convening for a meeting
organised jointly with UEAPME, EUROCHAMBRES and BUSINESSEUROPE, called for the
2020 strategy to be implemented rapidly, drawing on the EU budget, financial
engineering and private capital as well as
national resources.

which will
enable us to do
more while
spending less ”

"This is the only strategy which will enable us to do more while spending less",
said Henri Malosse, President of the EESC Employers'
Group.
The conference identified the following as priority areas
for focusing policy action. The education sector must be
tackled first, reinforcing mobility programmes, encouraging the creation of European university

Jan Truszczynski

Daniel Calleja

million SMEs and for entrepreneurship in general, economic growth can be restored and a
healthy employment outlook for young people
created. Fewer than 10% of those 20 million
businesses currently exploit the potential of
the European market. "With an extra 10%,
pointed out Henri Malosse, the growth rate of
the entire EU would go up 1%".

"European entrepreneurs do not want to hear
yet more messages of doom, gloom and austerity from
Brussels; they want messages of confidence, recovery and
hope", said Mr. Malosse.
You can find more information about the event here:
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.events-andactivities-european-investments-role
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GROUP I EVENTS
Group I Debate with Jean-Claude Daoust and Frans De Keyser on
opportunities of employment creation, 7 December
On 7 December 2011, Henri Malosse, President of the
Employers' Group of the EESC hosted a debate on the
current opportunities of creating and maintaining
employment.

Frans De Keyser

In their joint presentation, Mr. Daoust and Mr. De Keyser
spoke about the current opportunities for collaboration in a metropolis for the job market and the
role of business organizations in this process.

Jean-Claude Daoust

The two guests were Mr. Jean-Claude Daoust, Managing
Director of Daoust s.a. and President of BECI (Brussels
Enterprises Commerce & Industry) - the alliance between
the Chamber of Commerce and the Union of Brussels
companies, and Mr. Frans De Keyser, Director General of
BECI.

Henri Malosse

They shared a variety of examples of concrete experiences
of public-private partnerships in the field of creating and
maintaining employment. Both interventions were followed by numerous constructive discussions with members of the Employers' group.
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MEMBERS’ LIFE
Brenda King Speaks on Transport Infrastructure in ACP and neighbouring
Euromed countries During a Visit to Togo, 21 November
On 21 November 2011 Ms Brenda King, Employers’
Group member and President of EESC’s ACP Committee,
accompanied Commissioner Andris Piebalgs and Togo
Prime Minister Gilbert Fossoun Houngbo to the official
opening of a EU-funded water sanitation project in Lomé.
The Commissioner shared his decision to focus on big
infrastructure projects, including road building, which will
impact 10s or 100s of thousands of people in the area.

Brenda King reminded of the EU Delegation in Togo’s plea
for paved roads, because they are suitable for Africa, and also neighbouring Mediterranean countries as they (1) create employment, (2) provide
excellent drainage, (3) are easy to maintain and (4)
make addition of other infrastructure (pipes

EU-funded water sanitation project Lomé

Togo Minister Dédé Ahoefa Ekoué, Commissioner Andris
Piebalgs, Togo Prime Minister Gilbert Fossoun Houngbo

Brenda King shared “in my travels in ACP countries, I
have noticed that roads are just built (whether by
Chinese or EU companies) with only vehicular traffic
in mind, and with no thought for other road users
such as motorcycles, bicycles or pedestrians. The
drivers act accordingly and drive so aggressively that, especially in rural areas, other road users, including school children, have to step into bushes to literally get out of the
way. Maybe this is an area where Group I’s Transport Category can make a valuable contribution”.

for drainage, electricity) easier to introduce.
Such roads are widely used in rural areas of the EU,
for example the klinkerweg in the Netherlands. Ms King
stated that the case for paved roads was made to the EU,
but it was unsuccessful.

Morning traffic in Lomé, 6 o’clock in the morning
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MEMBERS’ LIFE
Bryan Cassidy during the Public Hearing on
“Advertising aimed at young people and children", 1 December
Speaking at a Public Hearing on 1 December 2011 entitled "Advertising aimed at young people and children", Mr.
Bryan Cassidy, Employers’ Group member and President
of the INT Section for the Single Market, Production and
Consumption, called for the need to carry out specific actions against inappropriate audiovisual commercial communications, included in programmes
for children and young people. The need arises from
the fact that children belong to one of the most vulnerable groups of consumers, who unlike adults
are not able to make informed choices. Mr. Cassidy
also stated that “Children are exposed to brands earlier
and earlier: the Xmas period that is coming is a definitely
an accurate example”.
The participants in the event included representatives of
professional organisations, advertising agencies, children
protection organisations and the European Commission

and exchanged recommendations and best practice
cases. Among the recommendations emerged that public authorities have to act in close cooperation
with the industry and media service providers.
The public hearing took place after the European Parliament adopted a resolution on a New Strategy for
Consumer Policy on 15 November 2011, which also
aims to prevent misleading advertising. Mr. Cassidy reminded that the European Commission is expected publish its new Consumer Agenda, which maps out the
Commission's vision for consumer policy for 20142020.
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MEMBERS’ LIFE

‘7 billion Ideas into Action’ Web-Portal,
the Result of the three Group I Entrepreneurship Seminars, January
Following three successful Young European Entrepreneur
Seminars, the conclusions of which called for a cohesive
approach to promoting entrepreneurship, a global webportal will be operational at the end of
January 2012 for entrepreneurs by entrepreneurs,
www.EntrepreneurEnvoy.org
The initial phase is the launch of the European Portal which has been completed and
upgraded following the last seminar in November 2011 and has been produced in conjunction with the Employers’ Group.

Economies, wealth creation, employment markets,
social well-being, sustainability and the future of
the planet reside in the hands of entrepreneurs – those capable, innovative, driven
individuals and organisations that can effect
“ Economies,
change and make things happen”. Through the
promotion of entrepreneurship the goal is
wealth
to bring 7 billion ideas to fruition by
working
individually or collectively so
creation,
that solutions can be found socially, enemployment
vironmentally and economically for as
many of the world’s citizens as possible.

markets, social
The developers of the web-portal were
young entrepreneurs who participated in the
seminar, namely the Romania-based IT company BizNet represented by Madalin Dumitru
C.E.O (www.BizNet.com.ro). The firm
worked with the originators of the portal, participants of the seminar and the
High Level Spark Group, a task force of
the Employers’ Group charged to review the promotion of entrepreneurship in Europe made up by the European
Commission and Group I stakeholders.

well-being,
sustainability
and the future
of the planet
reside in the
hands of
entrepreneurs ”

According to Madi Sharma, Employers’
Group Member: “www.EntrepreneurEnvoy.org unites and
recognises entrepreneurialism in all its forms, across all
boundaries, and in all its guises.

into Action.

The web-portal has been created to support a
unique niche of individuals and organisations:
like-minded people with vision and creativity,
that also have humility and who want to make
change happen to create a better society. The
structure of the portal is a self-sustaining social-enterprise. The Entrepreneur Envoy portal pledges to inform policy makers and
governments, recognise success and
make culture change happen. It asks its
members to engage and share as much as possible, to provide support for making change
happen, to commit to promoting entrepreneurship and to work together to turn Ideas
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MEMBERS' LIFE
Cveto Stantič leading the EESC mission to Belgrade, Serbia, 29 November
Cveto
Stantič,
Employers’
Group Vice-President, led a
delegation to Belgrade, Serbia
on 29 November 2011. The
main objective of the mission
was presenting the recommendations of the recently adopted
EESC opinion on Rural development and employment
in the Western Balkans to
the political authorities and to
Cveto Stantič (SI)
civil
society
organisations
(CSO). In the EU enlargement
Vice-President of
process Serbia is first on the
Group I
list to gain candidate status
in 2012 and has by far the most significant agricultural sector in the region.

According to Mr. Stantič, the rapporteur on the EESC opinion: “meetings with important institutions, including Serbian
Economic and Social Council, Ministry of Agriculture, European Integration Office, were a good opportunity to exchange views on hot accession topics and the role of the
Serbian civil society”.
The central event was a Public hearing, attended by over 60
CSO representatives. Mr Stantič summarised his presentation: “The key solution to main challenges of rural
areas, in first place depopulation and ageing, should
be faster diversification of rural economy.” The participants in the debate gave full support to the recommendations but revealed the lack of long-term policies and lack of
coordination among major actors.
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MEMBERS' LIFE
The EESC´s Christmas surprise to the children in the areas affected by the Great East
Japan Earthquake and the tsunami , 25-29 November
On 25-29 November 2011, the Japan Contact Group of
the EESC visited Japan. One of the delegation’s aims
was to learn how Japan has recovered from the
Great East Japan Earthquake and the tsunami
which hit Japan on 11 March 2011. The damage of this
natural disaster was catastrophic. It left 20,000 people
dead or missing, 350,000 homeless. At the peak, there
were 105,000 people housed in evacuation centers.

Christmas is about sharing and caring: Osaka volunteer students from “heart on coin Kizuna” project delivering the
EESC´s gifts to the children of the Tagajyo Elementary School
during the Tagajyo Fureai Festival, 3 December 2011

children in the areas affected by the Great East
Japan Earthquake and the tsunami.
The Contact Group’s President Ms Eve Päärendson
(Employers’ Group Vice President) shared “we know
that the disaster left lots of children orphans and
facing difficulties to participate in school and related hobby groups. We wanted the disaster victims to feel that they are not left alone and to give
them a little break from the reality”. The Christmas
presents were sent in cooperation with very helpful Japanese volunteering organisations, student volunteers and
the EESC Communication department. In order to learn
the lessons of crisis management and to get better prepared for natural disasters in future, it is important to keep
monitoring the progress of the recovery in Japan. “For
recovering from such a catastrophic disaster takes
time and knowing that someone cares and thinks
about you is equally important as financial assistance”, Ms Päärendson said.
During meetings with several volunteer organisations, the
delegation learnt that due to complete collapse of infrastructure, the Japanese government did not manage to
deliver donations, including international donations, to the
persons in the affected areas - by September 2011 only
40% of the donations had arrived to the target
groups; in Japan since the March 11 earthquake all NPOs/
NGOs are growing rapidly; more than 2000 volunteers are
working every day in the affected areas - there remains a
need to strengthen structures of volunteer organisations in
order to allow them to react quickly in natural disaster
cases; nearly 1 million people may apply for nuclear accident compensation.

Christmas is a time for thinking of and
giving presents to those who one cares
about. This time, in addition to holding a
comparative seminar on the “Impact of
the Tohoku Earthquake and the accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear
power plant on energy policies in the
EU and Japan” on 26 November at the
Kwansei Gakuin University in Kansai
and networking meetings in Osaka and
Tokyo, the Japan Contact Group
confirmed its continuous support
to Japan by delivering small Christmas presents (the EESC children’s
calendar, pencils, rulers) to the Meeting student volunteers at Kwansei Gakuin University and Prof Nobuchika
KAIDO (1st from left), Vice-President of EU Institute in Japan, Kansai
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MEMBERS' LIFE

‘Consulting Civil Society’ in action - Jonathan Peel at the WTO Ministerial Conference,
Geneva, 15-17 December 2011
Jonathan Peel, Member of the Employers’ Group and
President of the WTO & International Trade Permanent Study
Group, represented the EESC at
the World Trade Organisation’s
8th Ministerial Conference held
in Geneva on 15-17 December
2011. The Commission’s DG
Trade invited a dozen ‘Civil Society advisers’ to join the EU
Delegation to the Conference.
Also included were BusinessEurope, Eurocommerce and the
European Services Forum.
Jonathan Peel (UK)
A highlight of the Ministerial
Conference was the formal
decision to admit the Russian Federation to the
WTO. It was noteworthy that among the early welcome
speeches Commissioner Karel de Gucht was the only
speaker to include a note of caution, when he urged the
Russians to take ‘no backward steps’ after their admission.
Other speeches included those made by the US, China,
Japan, India, Brazil and South Africa.
In the following debriefing session with the Commissioner
for the Civil Society advisers, Jonathan Peel was able to ask
Member of Group I

Mr. de Gucht exactly what he had in mind in issuing this
warning. He responded that the essential EU-Russia
negotiations beforehand had ‘not been easy’, that
there was a Presidential election pending in Russia
and that the temptation to go back on some of
the specific agreements could be strong. He added
however that membership of the WTO, a rules-based
organization, should increase EU trade with Russia, especially in SPS (health) related areas and
should end Russian double-pricing over energy.
Pascal Lamy, WTO Director General, who is due to
meet the Committee’s Trade Group in February, commented that Russian accession had taken 18 years, so
marathon negotiating sessions – the incomplete Doha
negotiations have so far only lasted 10 years –
were not unknown for the WTO.
DG Trade organised specific de-briefing sessions for
civil society advisers on each of the three days of
Ministerial meeting, together with a follow-up session
following week, with a lot of useful information and
swers to questions provided.

the
the
the
an-
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MEMBERS' LIFE
EESC Delegation Attended the 8th Anniversary of the Bulgarian ESC, 9-10 December
Saturday 10 December 2011 marked the 8th anniversary
of the establishment of the Bulgarian Economic and Social
Council (ESC). The official delegation from the EESC to
Sofia included the Committee’s President, Mr Staffan Nilsson, and the Presidents of its three groups, Mr Henri
Malosse, Mr Georgios Dassis and Mr Luca Jahier, as well as
Mr. Dimitris Dimitriadis, and Mr. Roger Briesch, former
Presidents of the EESC.

Henri Malosse

Bojidar Danev

During the official ceremony, Prof. Lalko Dulevski, the
President of the Bulgarian ESC, welcomed the guests by
reminding that the Bulgarian ESC was founded in the same
conference room eight years ago. This was a real challenge, "starting from scratch", and in such a
short time this council managed to become a structure which grew on the
European model. This certainly represents an example of a success story.
Over these years, the Council played a leading role in several important reforms in
Bulgaria: the pension system, the labour
market, the health system.
The outgoing Bulgarian President, Mr.
Georgi Parvanov, presented Medals of
Honour to the presidents and stated: “there
is not enough social dialogue in Europe, and
probably this is one of the reasons why we
reached the present crisis… the urgent economic decisions must include transparency and compliance with consistent
actions which take into account people's
needs”.

A discussion followed on the opportunities for organised
civil society in response to the challenges facing Europe, In
his speech, Staffan Nilsson asked whether Europe is
ready for a strong Union of States. He called for
more integration and cooperation, and a return to
a social agenda, focusing on social inclusion, a balanced
economic system. He stated: “We need more Europe,
more integration between people and among Member
States. But in order to reach these results, we need
to have an optimistic approach, a ‘positive vision’”.
Henri Malosse shared: “we need more Europe as it is the
only way to boost integration and solidarity… We must
avoid recession at all costs. We should open more to
private financing and promote private investments,
facilitate mobility and involve academic world
through the national research programmes.” In his
speech, Georgios Dassis called for peace and prosperity as
the main goals in Europe. He said “the European institutions should coordinate and function better; the Commission should take more advantage of its right of initiative and be more brave. The instruments in place
should be used in a more coherent and effective
way.” Luca Jahier praised the ESC: “let me congratulate
you for the results achieved in such a short time: your
excellent example of good cooperation makes you a
"teacher" vis a vis several ESCs, including the Italian one.
We need more solidarity to work it out, as well as
better services for citizens and a re-formulation of
the word "competitiveness”.
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FOR YOUR AGENDA (SAVE THE DATE)
UPCOMING EVENTS OF GROUP I:
- Meeting of the EESC Bureau members of Group I
- Meeting of the Group I Bureau
- Group I meeting
- Meeting of the EESC Bureau members of Group I
- Meeting of the Group I Bureau
- Group I meeting

21/02/2012,
22/02/2012,
22/02/2012,
27/03/2012,
28/03/2012,
28/03/2012,

10:00 – 12:30
09:00 – 10:00
10:00 – 13:00
10:00 – 12:30
09:00 – 10:00
10:00 – 13:00

THE JANUARY PLENARY
OPINIONS PRESENTED BY THE MEMBERS OF THE EMPLOYERS' GROUP
DURING THE PLENARY SESSION OF 18-19 JANUARY 2012:
ECO/323 - Administrative cooperation in the field of excise duties
by Heidi Lougheed
INT/597 - Prudential requirements by Peter Morgan
NAT/524 - Sulphur content of marine fuels by Jan Simons
SOC/409 - Post-secondary vocational education and training as an attractive alternative to higher education
by Vladimíra Drbalová
SOC/421 - Youth employment, technical skills and mobility by Dorthe Andersen
TEN/464 - Energy agreements with third countries by Jonathan Peel

Members of Group I have presented amendments to opinions, most notably the amendments by Reet Teder (on
the opinion INT/592 - A strategic vision for European standards).
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EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL COMMITTEE
EMPLOYERS’ GROUP

The Employers’ Group of the EESC
The Employers' Group (Group I) has 114
members, and is made up of entrepreneurs,
employers and representatives of employer
associations working in industry, commerce,
services and agriculture in the 27 Member
States of the European Union. These are
women and men involved in the business
world and in touch with the realities of everyday life who are willing to put their experience to use to further the European venture.

In an economically difficult climate, the European Economic and Social Committee is the
only European institution that brings together
business people and people fully engaged in the
economic and social life of their home country.

Our goal is to promote European integration
by supporting the development of our businesses, which play a key role in fostering the
prosperity of our societies and in creating
jobs.

Naturally, the Employers' Group also works
closely with the five major European business
organisations – BUSINESSEUROPE, CEEP,
EUROCHAMBRES, EuroCommerce and
UEAPME – to which a large number of our
members also belong.

A strong, coherent and dynamic Employers'
Group is therefore crucial to making the voice
of business heard at European level.

